Personalized Learning Environment (PLE) Committee
Oct 11, 2012
Item

Discussion

Introductions

Members in attendance include Andrew Johnston/Co-Chair, Ted
Hooks/Co-Chair, Stacy Roberts/Timekeeper, Hope
Michel/Secretary, Christina Becker/Member, Tammy
Goodwater/Member, and Cindy Wittbrodt/Member.
During introductions, members also shared what they currently
understand/know about personalized learning environments
(PLE) and why they chose to participate on the PLE committee.

Strategic Planning
History and
Perspective

Educational achievement and facilities committees were
combined from the original Strategic Action Planning Committee
to form the PLE Committee. We are an advisory committee and
will bring forth recommendations to the Board for consideration.
The goal of the PLE Committee is to develop a plan to implement
personalized learning in the Santee School District within the next
five years.

Meeting Norms

Members established meeting norms. Ted Hooks facilitated this
task. Meeting norms include:
 Respect established meeting times
 Come to the table solution-oriented rather than problembased
 Listen respectfully and consider matters from another’s
perspective
 Presume positive intent behind others’ comments
 On topic conversations only

Roles

Members discussed the roles of the PLE Committee. Christina
Becker was originally assigned the role of timekeeper. Members
agreed that Stacy Roberts will now be assigned this role. All
other roles will remain the same.

Next Steps

Personalized Learning Environment (PLE) Committee
Oct 11, 2012
Researching PLE
and Goal of Each
Meeting

Members discussed the importance of defining what personalized
learning truly means before developing an implementation plan.
Andrew Johnston distributed articles on personalized learning for
members to review before the next meeting. Members discussed
that the committee meetings may also consist of walking site
tours, visits to classrooms that resemble a PLE , and reviewing
pictures of classrooms that resemble a PLE.
Andy Johnston shared the goal of each upcoming meeting:
Meeting #2 – defining PLE
Meeting #3 – identifying what needs to change in the District to
make PLE a reality
Meeting #4 – prioritizing the needs for PLE
Meeting #5 – developing the implementation plan
Meeting #6 – Finalizing the implementation plan

Next Meeting

`

Next meeting is scheduled for Nov 8, 2012, from 6-8pm in the
MPR at Rio Seco School.

Members will read the articles that
Andrew Johnston distributed.
Members are also encouraged to conduct
their own research to share with the
committee.

